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Restoring In Vivo-Like Membrane
Lipidomics Promotes Exosome Trophic
Behavior from Human Placental
Mesenchymal Stromal/Stem Cells
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Abstract
Human mesenchymal stem cells (hMSCs) are an effective tool in regenerative medicine notably for their intrinsic plentiful
paracrine activity rather than differentiating properties. The hMSC secretome includes a wide spectrum of regulatory and
trophic factors, encompassing several naked molecules as well as different kinds of extracellular vesicles (EVs). Among EVs,
exosomes represent an intriguing population, able to shuttle proteins, transcription factors, and genetic materials, with a
relevant role in cell-to-cell communication, modulating biological responses in recipient cells. In this context, the extra-
cellular milieu can greatly impact the paracrine activity of stem cells, modifying their metabolism, and the dynamics of vesicle
secretion. In the present study, we investigated the effects elicited on exosome patterning by tailored, ad hoc formulated
lipid supplementation (Refeed1) in MSCs derived from human fetal membranes (hFM-MSCs). Wound healing experiments
revealed that stem cell exposure to exosomes obtained from Refeed1-supplemented hFM-MSCs increased their migratory
capability, although the amount of exosomes released after Refeed1 supplementation was lower than that yielded from
non-supplemented cells. We found that such a decrease was mainly due to a different rate of exosomal exocytosis rather
than to an effect of the lipid supplement on the endocytic pathway. Endoplasmic reticulum homeostasis was modified by
supplementation, through the upregulation of PKR-like ER kinase (PERK) and inositol-requiring enzyme 1a (IRE1a).
Increased expression of these proteins did not lead to stress-induced, unfolded protein response (UPR)-mediated apop-
tosis, nor did it affect phosphorylation of p38 kinase, suggesting that PERK and IRE1a overexpression was due to augmented
metabolic activities mediated by optimization of a cellular feeding network afforded through lipid supplementation. In
summary, these results demonstrate how tailored lipid supplementation can successfully modify the paracrine features in
hFM-MSCs, impacting both intracellular vesicle trafficking and secreted exosome number and function.
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Introduction

Mesenchymal stem cells (MSCs) are a promising tool in

regenerative medicine and different hypotheses about their

possible use have been evaluated in the last decades. MSCs

can be isolated from many organs and tissues, being virtu-

ally present in all parts of the body; MSCs are well-

recognized cells with a great differentiation potential, being

able to generate in vitro different mesenchymal lineage-

derived cells, such as osteoblasts, chondrocytes, and adipo-

cytes1, but also cardiac-like cells2, endothelial cells3,4, and

even ectodermal lineage cells5.

Often, however, therapeutic benefits mediated by MSC

transplantation appear to be mainly due to a secretome-

based paracrine activity, rather than a substantial MSC

differentiation6,7.

Secretome-mediated MSC beneficial effects are well

documented in several clinical conditions8, such as cardiac

diseases9–12, central nervous system disorders13–15, renal

injury16, articular cartilage defects17–21, spontaneous tendon

lesions22, and rheumatic diseases23. We have already

demonstrated that transplantation of human MSCs (hMSCs)

into infarcted rat hearts enhanced cardiac repair, increasing

capillary density, normalizing left ventricular function, and

decreasing scar tissue7. These pleiotropic effects were par-

tially due to hMSC secretion of trophic mediators, such as

vascular endothelial growth factor (VEGF) and hepatocyte

growth factor (HGF), acting in a paracrine way on different

cellular elements of the heart.

It’s now clear that MSCs secrete a wide range of bioactive

molecules, with various effects on tissue-resident cells, such

as promoting angiogenesis24, enhancing proliferative capa-

bility, and inhibiting apoptosis25 and fibrosis26 and many

others27. The secretome released from MSCs is not only

formed by “naked” molecules (cytokines, chemokines,

growth factors, and metabolites) but also by different kinds

of extracellular membrane vesicles including exosomes,

microvesicles, microparticles, nanovesicles, and others.

Exosomes are a characterized population of extracellular

vesicles (EVs), with a diameter ranging from 30 to 150

nm28,29, and their protein, RNA, and lipid compositions are

catalogued in a dedicated database, ExoCarta30. Unlike

microvesicles, that originate at the cellular surface and are

released by direct budding of plasma membrane, exosomes

are generated within multivesicular bodies (MVBs) through

an endolysosomal pathway and released by membrane

fusion of MVBs with plasma membrane. Due to its origin,

exosome membrane presents endosomal proteins, such as

CD9, CD63, and CD81, frequently used for immunoaffinity

isolation31. The exact mechanism and regulation of exosome

secretion is not yet clear32. There is some evidence that

secretion is not completely constitutive but can be modulated

by different endogenous and exogenous stimuli33. Further-

more, the exact mechanism of exosome internalization by

neighboring cells has not been not fully elucidated. EVs

released in the environment can be incorporated into recipi-

ent cells by different mechanisms including phagocytosis,

endocytosis, pinocytosis, and fusion with plasma mem-

brane34. Once englobed, exosomes could be led to different

fates. In one way, exosomes merge into endosomes, undergo

transcytosis, and are released into the extracellular space with-

out any processing. In another way, fusion of endosomes with

lysosomes compels exosomes to degradation35,36. Unfortu-

nately, there is little evidence about regulatory mechanisms

involved in exosome internalization even if exosome uptake

appears to be cell type–specific37,38. In recent years, MSC-

derived exosomes have received an increasing scientific inter-

est due to their emerging regenerative potential. Furthermore,

bypassing problems concerning cell transplantation, exo-

somes should be considered an appealing alternative to over-

come current medical and legal obstacles in advanced

therapies. A growing number of studies have investigated

their role in regeneration of the cardiovascular system39,40,

kidney, liver, and nervous system after acute injury41.

Placenta-derived tissues appear to be a promising source

of mesenchymal stromal/stem cells (i.e., amniotic fluid, pla-

centa, fetal membranes, and umbilical cord), due to their

availability and easy recovery without any ethical con-

cerns42, and exhibit characteristics comparable to MSCs iso-

lated from other sources43–46.

Recently, we demonstrated that a tailored lipid supple-

mentation (Refeed1) is able to improve in vitro functional

properties of MSCs derived from human fetal membranes

(hFM-MSCs) by recreating a cell membrane environment

more similar to the in vivo physiological cell counterpart47.

Refeed1 supplementation, preserving membrane physiol-

ogy, improved biological characteristics of cultured hFM-

MSCs, such as proliferative potential, angiogenic ability,

and immunomodulatory properties. Overall, Refeed1 sup-

plementation contributed to more efficient cell physiology

and metabolism47.

The extracellular environment not only can significantly

modify cell metabolism but, as a consequence, it can affect

secretome patterning48,49. Moreover, biophysical charac-

teristics of membranes can be highly influenced by lipid

molecules, in terms of flexibility, robustness and mem-

brane elasticity, and alteration of membrane lipid composi-

tion can impact EV release50.

In the present study, we focused on the effects of the

previously mentioned tailored lipid supplementation on

hFM-MSC-derived exosomes. To this end, we addressed
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different features and biological actions of exosomes

secreted by hFM-MSCs that had been cultured in the absence

or presence of Refeed1. Within this context, we also inves-

tigated the endocytosis and exocytosis pathways as well as

the involvement of endoplasmic reticulum (ER) in exosome

secretion.

Materials and Methods

Experimental Plan

We hypothesized that Refeed1 supplementation could the-

oretically directly impact hFM-MSCs, modifying their bio-

logical responses as well as indirectly changing the

behavior of hFM-MSC-secreted exosomes. To discriminate

effects produced by Refeed1 supplementation on exosome

secretion versus those carried out on cellular metabolism,

we designed an ad hoc experimental plan (Table 1). There-

fore, for the experiments on hFM-MSCs performed during

this study, we created 4 experimental groups: CC, control

cells maintained in complete medium and treated with exo-

somes isolated from control cells; CR, control cells treated

with exosomes isolated from Refeed1-supplemented cells;

RC, Refeed1-supplemented cells treated with exosomes

isolated from control cells; and RR, Refeed1-

supplemented cells treated with exosomes isolated from

Refeed1-supplemented cells.

First, we evaluated the quantity and immunophenotype of

the released exosomes. Then, we investigated the biological

effects of the exosomes on hFM-MSCs, through tube forma-

tion as well as wound healing assays. Next, we explored

exosome uptake and release kinetics, also with the aid of

an exocytosis inhibitor, using membrane fluorescent probes

and immunofluorescence. Lastly, we inspected the ER status

quantifying the UPR cascade with Western blot and caspase

activation in live imaging.

Cell Isolation and Culture

Human term placentas (n ¼ 5) were obtained by sched-

uled caesarean sections, after written informed consent,

according to the policy of St. Orsola-Malpighi University

Hospital Ethical Committee (protocol number 1645/2014,

ref. 35/2014/U/Tess).

Fetal membranes were processed, as previously

described47, by enzymatic treatment with collagenase and

trypsin. Isolated hFM-MSCs were seeded in standard

medium, Dulbecco’s modified Eagle medium (DMEM;

Lonza, Walkersville, MD, USA) containing 10% fetal

bovine serum (FBS; Gibco, Life Technologies, Carlsbad,

CA, USA), 2 mM Ultraglutamine and 1% penicillin-

streptomycin solution (Lonza) with or without Refeed1

supplementation, and they were grown at 37 �C with

5% CO2.

During passage 0, Refeed1-supplemented cells were

treated, according to the manufacturer’s instructions, with

one-third of the total dose in order to allow cells to adapt

to the supplement. Starting from the first passage, treated

cells were supplemented with a full dose of Refeed1 until

experiments concluded. Experiments were performed from

cell passage four through ten.

Refeed1 Supplements

Refeed1 supplements (Remembrane Srl, Imola, Italy) are a

completely defined combination of non-animal derived

lipids and antioxidants solubilized in 1 mL of ethanol

(Sigma-Aldrich, St. Louis, MO, USA). One milliliter of

Refeed1 was diluted in 500 mL of complete cell growth

medium, the resulting ethanol concentration being <1%
(vol/vol) in the final medium. Refeed1 composition and use

have been previously described47.

Exosome Purification and Quantification

For exosome isolation, hFM-MSCs were seeded onto T75

tissue culture flasks (Corning Inc., Corning, NY, USA) at a

density of 8,000 cells/cm2. After 2 days, when cells reached

*80% confluency, the culture medium was replaced with 12

mL DMEM supplemented with 10% exosome-depleted FBS

(Gibco, Life Technologies), 2 mM Ultraglutamine and 1%
penicillin-streptomycin solution, with or without Refeed1

supplementation. After 3 additional days, conditioned media

were collected to isolate exosomes, while cells were

detached and counted. Supernatants were centrifuged at

2,000� g for 30 min to remove cells and debris. Cell-free

supernatants and Total Exosome Isolation reagent (Invitro-

gen, Life Technologies, Carlsbad, CA, USA) were combined

in a 2:1 dilution, and exosomes were collected, following the

manufacturer’s instructions. Briefly, supernatant/reagent

mixtures were vortexed and incubated at 4 �C overnight. The

next day, samples were centrifuged at 10,000� g for 1 h at 4
�C. Supernatants were aspirated and discarded, and, to nor-

malize exosome concentration, pellets were resuspended in

Dulbecco’s phosphate-buffered saline (DPBS; Gibco, Life

Table 1. Experimental Groups Used in the Present Study.

Groups Cell Cultures Exosomes Source

CC Control hFM-MSCs Control hFM-MSCs
CR Control hFM-MSCs Refeed1-supplemented hFM-MSCs
RC Refeed1-supplemented hFM-MSCs Control hFM-MSCs
RR Refeed1-supplemented hFM-MSCs Refeed1-supplemented hFM-MSCs
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Technologies) in a ratio of 100 mL DPBS : 1 � 106 cells and

used for downstream analysis or stored at �20 �C.

Exosomes were stained with BODIPY1 TR ceramide

(Molecular Probes™, Life Technologies, Carlsbad, CA,

USA), following the manufacturer’s instructions. Exosome

samples were incubated in a solution with a final dye con-

centration of 10 mM for 20 min at 37 �C (protected from

light). Excess unincorporated dye was removed from labeled

exosomes with Exosome Spin Columns (MW 3,000; Invitro-

gen, Life Technologies), following the standard protocol.

Labeled exosomes were analyzed using the Qubit1 3.0 Fluo-

rometer (Thermo Fisher Scientific, Waltham, MA, USA).

Based on the obtained quantification, for all following

treatments, exosomes were added to cells taking into account

the abovementioned proportion (100 mL exosome suspen-

sion : 1 � 106 cells) to respect autocrine patterning.

Exosome Cytofluorimetric Characterization

To perform flow cytometric detection, CD81-positive exo-

somes were isolated with Exosome-Human CD81 Flow

Detection (from cell culture; Invitrogen, Life Technologies),

following manufacturer’s instructions. Briefly, preenriched

exosome solution, prepared using Total Exosome Isolation

reagent, was added to a tube containing CD81 isolation

beads previously washed and incubated at 4 �C overnight

with end-over-end mixing. After incubation, the bead-bound

exosomes were isolated with a magnetic separator (MagnaR-

ack, Invitrogen) and washed once with Assay Buffer con-

taining 0.1% bovine serum albumin (BSA, Sigma-Aldrich)

in DPBS. Then, isolated CD81-positive exosomes were

labeled with anti-human CD9-PerCP Cy5.5 or anti-human

CD81-PE antibodies (Invitrogen, Life Technologies), and

150 mL of sample were detected with flow cytometer

(Attune™ NxT Acoustic Focusing Cytometer, Life Technol-

ogies). Negative control was performed by repeating entirely

the previously described staining procedure with DPBS

(vehicle) instead of exosomes. Data collected from the

experiments were analyzed using Attune NxT Software ver-

sion 2.5 (Life Technologies). At least 3 independent experi-

ments were performed for each point.

Tube Formation Assay

Analysis of capillary-like tube formation was performed

using semisolid medium Cultrex1 Basement Membrane

Extract (BME, Trevigen, Gaithersburg, MD, USA). hFM-

MSCs were detached, counted, and seeded at a density of

30,000 cells/cm2 in a BME-coated 96-well plate. Cells were

maintained in basal medium (DMEM, 2 mM Ultraglutamine,

1% penicillin-streptomycin solution) supplemented with

exosomes or vehicle (DPBS) as negative control. The plate

was introduced into the incubation chamber (OKOlab,

Naples, Italy) of the microscope station to maintain CO2,

temperature, and humidity in controlled conditions, and

time-lapse acquisitions were performed over 24 h with a

Nikon Inverted Microscope Eclipse Ti-E (Nikon Instru-

ments, Tokyo, Japan) equipped with a Digital Sight camera

DS-03 linked to a computer driving the imaging software

NIS-Elements version 4.30 (Nikon Instruments). Total well

areas were captured, and tube length was measured using

NIS-Elements software tools. At least 3 independent experi-

ments were performed for each point.

Migration Assay

hFM-MSCs were seeded in 24-well plates at a density of

13,000 cells/cm2 and cultured until they reached confluence.

Cell monolayers were scratched by a 100-mL sterile pipette

tip. Fresh serum-free culture medium containing exosomes

or vehicle (DPBS, negative control) was added. Images of

the whole wound were taken immediately after the scratch

and 16 h post-treatment with a Nikon Inverted Microscope

Eclipse Ti-E equipped with a Digital Sight camera DS-03.

Scratch areas were measured at 0 and 16 h, and scratch

closure percentages were calculated using NIS-Elements

software tools. At least 3 independent experiments were

performed for each point.

Exosome Tracing Experiments

To trace trafficking, exosomes (or vehicle) were stained with

BODIPY TR ceramide as previously described. Alterna-

tively exosomes were labeled using PKH26 Red Fluorescent

Cell Linker Kit (Sigma-Aldrich). Briefly, the purified exo-

some suspension was mixed with the stain solution (PKH26

diluted in Diluent C) at a final dye concentration of 2 mM and

incubated for 5 min at room temperature (RT). BODIPY TR

ceramide- or PKH26-stained exosomes were added to

receiving cells in DMEM FluoroBrite (Gibco, Life Technol-

ogies) containing 1% penicillin-streptomycin solution and 2

mM Ultraglutamine. To better visualize exosome internali-

zation, cells were counter-stained with vital dye PKH2

Green Cell Linker Kit (5 mM; Sigma-Aldrich), following the

manufacturer’s instructions. Both wide-field fluorescence

and z-stack confocal imaging were performed until 24 h.

In separate experiments, the staining solution (BODIPY

TR ceramide, 1 mM) was directly added to the cells, omitting

exosomes, to follow exocytosis. Unincorporated dye was

washed away after 30 min and images were acquired in live

imaging for 24 h. Just prior to acquisitions, cells were stained

with ER-Tracker™ Blue-White DPX (1:1000 dilution;

Molecular Probes™, Life Technologies) to visualize ER.

For inhibiting exocytosis, hFM-MSCs were pretreated for

4 h with Exo2 (50 mM; Sigma-Aldrich) in DMEM Fluoro-

Brite (1% penicillin-streptomycin solution, 2 mM Ultraglu-

tamine) before the addition of BODIPY TR ceramide. After

30 min-incubation with dye, cells were washed with DPBS

and images acquired until 24 h. At least 3 independent

experiments were performed for each point.
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Immunofluorescence

After specific treatments, hFM-MSCs, grown on glass cov-

erslips in 24-well plates, were washed with DPBS and fixed

with 4% neutral buffered formaldehyde (Sigma-Aldrich) at

RT for 10 min. After fixation, cells were washed with DPBS/

0.25% Tween 20 (Sigma-Aldrich) and permeabilized with

1% Triton X-100 (Sigma-Aldrich) at RT for 10 min. Aspe-

cific antibody binding sites were blocked by incubating

with 4% BSA in DPBS for 1 h at RT. Cells were then

labeled overnight at 4 �C in humid chamber in the presence

of mouse anti-human CD81 (1:200 dilution; Invitrogen,

Life Technologies). The next day, after 3 washes, cells

were stained at RT for 30 min with goat antimouse Dye488

(1:1000 dilution; Bethyl). Nuclei were counter-stained with

NucBlue1 Fixed Cell ReadyProbes1 Reagent (Molecular

Probes™, Life Technologies). Fixed cell samples were

mounted with antifade AF-400 (Immunological Sciences,

Rome, Italy) and observed under a Nikon Inverted Micro-

scope Eclipse Ti-E (Nikon Instruments). Images were

acquired with a Digital Sight camera DS-03 through the

imaging software NIS-Elements.

Western Blot

Exosomes were lysed in diluted 5� radioimmunoprecipita-

tion assay (RIPA) buffer (Thermo Fisher Scientific), soni-

cated for 10 s, and incubated for 15 min at 4 �C. Lysed

exosomes were then resuspended in 2� Laemmly Sample

Buffer (Bio-Rad, Hercules, CA, USA) and boiled. Twenty

microliter of lysed exosomes were separated to sodium

dodecyl sulphate - polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis

(SDS-PAGE) on a 4% to 20% Mini-PROTEAN1 TGX

Stain-Free™ Precast Protein Gel (Bio-Rad), and total protein

content was detected in stain-free acquisition.

hFM-MSCs were lysed using Mammalian Protein

Extraction Reagent (M-PER, Thermo Fisher Scientific)

containing protease and phosphate inhibitors (Sigma-

Aldrich). After lysis, protein concentrations were measured

using Bradford Reagent (Sigma-Aldrich). Cellular lysates

were resuspended in 4� Laemmly Sample Buffer and

boiled. Fifteen microgram of cellular lysates were sepa-

rated to SDS-PAGE on a 10% Mini-PROTEAN1 TGX

Stain-Free™ Precast Protein Gels (Bio-Rad) and trans-

ferred to a 0.2-mm nitrocellulose membrane (Bio-Rad) with

Trans-Blot1 Turbo™ Transfer System (Bio-Rad). After

blocking, nitrocellulose membrane was incubated with a

diluted primary antibody solution overnight at 4 �C. The

next day, the membrane was washed and probed with

horseradish peroxidase (HRP) conjugated secondary anti-

body (1:10000 dilution; AbCam, Cambridge, UK) for 1 h at

RT. Bound antibodies were detected with the use of Clarity

Western ECL Substrate (Bio-Rad) and quantified by densi-

tometry with ChemiDoc Touch™ Imaging System (Bio-

Rad). Detected signal for each sample was normalized to

total protein detected in stain-free acquisition. The

antibodies used for Western analysis were ER Stress Anti-

body Sampler Kit (PKR-like ER kinase [PERK], inositol-

requiring enzyme 1a [IRE1a], Calnexin, Ero1-La, binding

immunoglobulin protein [BiP], protein disulfide isomerase

[PDI], and CHOP; 1:1000 dilution; Cell Signaling, Dan-

vers, MA, USA), phospho-p38, and p38 (1:1000; Cell Sig-

naling, Danvers, MA, USA).

Analysis of Caspase Activation

hFM-MSCs were grown in a 24-well plate and incubated in

the presence of CellEvent™ Caspase-3/7 Green Detection

Reagent (Life Technologies) for 60 min at 37 �C according

to the manufacturer’s instructions. Detection reagent signal

was observed in live cells using a standard FITC filter set in a

Nikon Inverted Microscope Eclipse Ti-E.

Statistical Analysis

The statistical analysis was performed using GraphPad

Prism version 6 (La Jolla, CA, USA). Data were evaluated

by using a 2-tailed, unpaired Student t-test or analysis of

variance as appropriate, with Tukey’s post hoc test, assum-

ing a P value less than 0.05 as the limit of significance.

Results

Isolation, Characterization, and Quantification of hFM-
MSC-Released Exosomes

To perform experiments, hFM-MSCs were seeded in com-

plete medium with (R) or without (C) Refeed1, replaced

after 2 d by exosome depleted one, supplemented or not with

Refeed1, as well. After 3 more days, supernatants were

collected and EVs were isolated. Isolated EVs were charac-

terized by the presence of exosome-specific tetraspanin

membrane proteins, CD9 and CD81 (Fig. 1). Exosomes of

a small size were not able to be visualized by laser in flow

cytometric analysis. To circumvent this problem, exosomes

were attached to antibody-coated beads before being ana-

lyzed. Exosomes were coupled with magnetic beads target-

ing human CD81 and analyzed for CD9 or CD81

immunoreactivity. The exosome-bead complexes could

aggregate with each other, forming doublets, triplets,or

even more. So, as suggested by the manufacturer (Life

Technologies), we analyzed only a defined fraction of the

bead population. As shown in Fig. 1A, both control and

Refeed1-supplemented hFM-MSC exosomes were posi-

tive for CD9 and CD81, without substantial differences in

fluorescence peaks. Exosome-bead complexes prepared for

cytofluorimetric analyses were observed through a micro-

scope at high magnification to visually confirm fluores-

cence collected data (Fig. 1B).

Quantification of total exosomes obtained from cell cul-

ture supernatants of control and Refeed1-supplemented

cells was also achieved. Exosomes were stained with

BODYPY TR ceramide and assessed with fluorometer.
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Fig. 1. Exosome characterization and quantification in media of cells cultured with or without Refeed1. (A) Characterization of specific
tetraspanin membrane proteins CD9 and CD81 by cytofluorimetric analysis in CD81-enriched exosomes derived from control (Control) or
Refeed1-supplemented (Refeed1) cells; vehicle alone (Vehicle) analysis is also shown. Density plots showing gating strategy used to sort
exosomes-anti-CD81 bead complexes (left panel). Histogram plots showing fluorescence intensity detected for CD9 or CD81 from the
gated beads (right panel). The numbers above the gating bars on the histograms depict percentage of positive gated beads for the selected
marker. Representative of 3 different analysis. (B) Representative wide-field fluorescence gray-scale images of exosomes-bead complexes
stained with anti-CD81 PE antibody. (C) Quantification of exosomes stained with BODIPY1 TR ceramide isolated from control (C) or
Refeed1-supplemented (R) human fetal membranes MSCs. Fluorescence values were normalized on cell number of each sample. *Signif-
icantly different from control-derived exosomes (n¼ 6, statistical test: 2-tailed, unpaired Student’s t-test, *p < .05). (D) Stain-free acquisition
of total protein content of control and Refeed1 cell-derived exosomes. Representative of 3 different analyses.
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Detected fluorescence was significantly higher in control

exosome samples versus Refeed1-supplemented ones (Fig.

1C). In separate experiments, total proteins isolated from

exosomes were visualized with stain-free gel technology,

confirming an increase in exosome number in the superna-

tant of control cells compared to Refeed1-supplemented

ones (Fig. 1D). Intriguingly, both observations underpinned

a significant decrease in the number of exosomes in

Refeed1-supplemented hFM-MSC supernatants. This sur-

prising result prompted us to evaluate the impact of Refeed1

treatment on biological activities.

Impact of Refeed1 Supplementation on Biological
Responses

To evaluate biological effects of exosomes isolated from

control or Refeed1-supplemented cells, we performed 2

different functional tests: wound healing assay with scratch

method and tube formation assay on semisolid medium

(Fig. 2).

Wound healing assay. We investigated exosomes isolated

from hFM-MSCs cultured with or without Refeed1 for their

ability to induce cellular migration and growth by using the

scratch assay method (Fig. 2A). The migration rate of hFM-

MSCs supplemented with Refeed1 exosomes (CR and RR)

was significantly higher compared to control exosomes (CC

and RC) or vehicle (CV and RV), without a significant dif-

ference between control (CC vs. CR) and Refeed1-

supplemented (RC vs. RR) cells (Fig. 2B). As the number

of isolated exosomes was higher in control cells, this result

showed that carried biological messages were different in

quality and not proportional to the brute number of

exosomes.

Tube formation assay. We examined the capability of exo-

somes isolated from control and Refeed1-supplemented

hFM-MSCs to induce vasculogenesis in control and

Refeed1-supplemented hFM-MSCs (Fig. 2C). Control or

Refeed1-supplemented hFM-MSCs were seeded on BME,

and exosomes obtained from control and Refeed1-

supplemented cells were added to fresh basal medium. Exo-

some supplementation induced hFM-MSCs to organize into

3-dimensional vascular networks, but tube-forming capabil-

ity was not influenced by Refeed1 supplementation. Indeed,

Refeed1 and control cell-derived exosomes seemed to have

same inductive effect on Refeed1-supplemented as well as

on control hFM-MSCs, and no differences were detected

between any of the groups (Fig. 2D).

Vesicle Trafficking Analyses

In order to explain the different amounts of exosomes in

control versus Refeed1-supplemented cell supernatants, and

to clarify their difference in biological activities, we inves-

tigated internalization and secretion mechanisms

Fig. 2. Exosomes from Refeed1-supplemented hFM-MSCs
enhance their migration ability without modifying vasculogenic
properties. (A) Representative images (4� magnification) of the
whole wound area in the scratch assay taken at 0 (upper panel)
and 16 h (lower panel) after cell monolayer scratching and concur-
rent supplementation of vehicle or exosomes. Control cells treated
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underpinning vesicle trafficking. In particular, we were

interested in evaluating different kinetics of endocytosis as

well as exocytosis, as both pathways are involved in

exosome-mediated communication between cells.

Exosomes isolated from Refeed1-supplemented and con-

trol hFM-MSCs were stained with BODIPY TR ceramide

and added to control or Refeed1-supplemented hFM-MSCs.

BODIPY TR ceramide is a fluorescent lipid probe com-

monly used for lipid trafficking studies in living cells, and,

once internalized into recipient cells, it is able to produce

selective staining of the Golgi complex. Labeled exosomes

were added to the medium and continuously observed in

time-lapse with a fluorescence microscope. After 3 h, most

hFM-MSCs (both control and Refeed1-supplemented hFM-

MSCs) exhibited intracellular fluorescence (not shown). No

detectable differences in cellular uptake rate between control

and Refeed1-supplemented cells (CC vs. RC), as well as

between control and Refeed1-supplemented cell-derived exo-

somes (CC vs. CR, RC vs. RR), were detected. Unfortunately,

weak fluorescence provided by BODIPY TR ceramide did

not allow for an accurate microscopic visualization after

exosome uptake inside cells, and it was not possible to take

satisfying images with a confocal microscope. Therefore,

we decided to stain exosomes with PKH26 and analyze

cells after exosome supplementation (Fig. 3A). PKH26 pro-

vides fluorescent labeling of vesicles by incorporating ali-

phatic reporter molecules into the cell membrane lipid

bilayer by selective partitioning. The analysis confirmed

data collected previously with BODIPY TR ceramide: exo-

somes were localized into the cytoplasm and a clear intra-

cellular localization was ascertained as validated by the

images taken with a confocal microscope 20 min after exo-

some addition to cell medium (Fig. 3A). Furthermore, at 3

h, we were able to confirm that the overall quantity of

exosomes was higher when they were isolated from control

cells, but the uptake ability of seeded cells was almost the

same, without any evident difference between CC versus

RC or CR versus RR groups.

While the initial uptake kinetic was apparently unaf-

fected, unexpected results showed up after 24 h of exosome

supplementation when BODIPY TR ceramide was used to

label vesicles (Fig. 3B). Control and Refeed1-supplemented

cells were clearly different, with the latter ones brighter (RC

and RR vs. CC and CR) no matter if added with control or

Refeed1 cell-derived exosomes. Furthermore, as expected,

cells treated with labeled control cell-derived exosomes

were brighter than those treated with Refeed1-

supplemented cell-derived exosomes, but this was clearly

due to the fact that control exosomes are more numerous

and introduce more fluorescent dye into the cells. On the

whole, these data showed us that, upon internalization, the

dye was retained by Refeed1-supplemented cells and stored

in the Golgi apparatus, while control cells possessed a dif-

ferent clearance kinetic of the internalized dye.

In the attempt to further dissect such different turnover

kinetics, we decided to test uptake and release of BODIPY

TR ceramide alone. We analyzed the effect of directly

added BODIPY TR ceramide in the culture medium of

control and Refeed1-supplemented cells in the absence

of exosomes (Fig. 3C). As it was observed in the previous

experiment, the uptake of BODIPY TR ceramide was sim-

ilar in control and Refeed1-supplemented cells within the

first 3 h after treatment.

Twenty-four hours after BODIPY TR ceramide addition,

Refeed1-supplemented cells appeared more stained than

control ones, showing a reduced turnover of vesicular and

organelle components. To corroborate this idea, control and

Refeed1-supplemented cells were added with the Exo2

molecule, a well-known exocytosis inhibitor, prior to sup-

plementation with BODIPY TR Ceramide. As expected,

Exo2 was not able to change fluorescence uptake kinetics

at 3 h (not shown), but after 24 h, differences in fluorescence

between control and Refeed1-supplemented cells were

leveled and Exo2-treated control cells were as fluorescent

as the Refeed1 ones. As a result, the effect of the inhibitor

on Refeed1-supplemented cells was not so evident, being

Exo2-treated and not treated Refeed1-supplemented cells

quite similar in fluorescence levels (Fig. 3C).

To confirm the basal reduction in exocytosis rate in

Refeed1-supplemented cells, we also investigated the

CD81 intracellular amount (Fig. 3D). Control and

Refeed1-supplemented cells, treated or not with Exo2, were

fixed and immunostained with anti-CD81 antibody. Accu-

mulation of this tetraspanin in cytoplasmic compartments

was comparable in control cells versus Refeed1-

supplemented ones. On the contrary, treatment with Exo2

deeply affected control cells that largely accumulated CD81

in intracellular compartments, whereas it did not affect

Refeed1-supplemented ones.

Lastly, all these data about trafficking support the idea of

different exocytosis rates between control and Refeed1-

supplemented cells, albeit the exocytosis process seemed

Fig. 2 (continued). with vehicle (CV), with exosomes derived
from control hFM-MSCs (CC), or with exosomes derived from
Refeed1-supplemented hFM-MSCs (CR); Refeed1-supplemented
cells treated with vehicle (RV), with exosomes derived from con-
trol hFM-MSCs (RC), or with exosomes derived from Refeed1-
supplemented hFM-MSCs (RR). (B) The migration rate of control
cells supplemented with exosomes derived from Refeed1-
supplemented hFM-MSCs (CR and RR) was significantly higher
compared with exosomes derived from control hFM-MSCs (CC
and RC) or with vehicle (CV and RV). The migration rate is repre-
sented as percentage of scratch closure area. *Significant difference
between two groups. Each bar represents the mean + SD (n ¼ 3,
one-way analysis of variance with subsequent Tukey’s test, *p <
.05). (C) In vitro capillarogenesis assessed in control (C) and
Refeed1-supplemented (R) hFM-MSCs exposed to exosomes
derived from control (CC or RC) or Refeed1-supplemented (CR
or RR) cells. Representative images of total well area in tube for-
mation assays after 12 h. (D) Bar graph showing quantification of
tube formation at 12 h in CC, CR, RC, and RR cells. Each bar
represents the mean + SD (n ¼ 6; one-way analysis of variance
with subsequent Tukey’s test).
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to be regulated in both groups as a balanced turnover of

CD81 in absence of Exo2 suggested.

ER Activation

The ER plays a pivotal role in membrane lipid homeostasis

and composition, and it is strongly involved in secretory path-

ways. So, we investigated how Refeed1 supplementation

may impact ER metabolism. ER responds to stress by evoking

“unfolded protein response” (UPR), which is initiated by

PERK and IRE1, two ER transmembrane proteins51. Many

proteins are activated in the UPR pathway, in particular cha-

perones such as Calnexin and BiP, and several oxidoreduc-

tases of the PDI family51. Finally, ER stress can induce

apoptosis, through the activation of the transcriptional factor

CHOP (CCAAT-enhancer-binding protein)52.

Fig. 3. Vesicle trafficking is modified by Refeed1 supplementation. Control and Refeed1 cell-derived exosomes were added to culture
medium of control and Refeed1-supplemented hFM-MSCs. (A) Three hours after exosome supplementation, acquisitions were performed.
Live imaging merge of Differential Interference Contrast (DIC) and fluorescence channel of control or Refeed1-supplemented hFM-MSCs
incubated with PKH26-labeled exosomes (red spots; derived from control [CC or RC] or Refeed1-supplemented cells [CR or RR]). Images
confirm quantification data, as control exosomes appear more numerous in every captured field. Confocal live images (lower panel) at 20 min
confirmed exosome internalization into cytoplasm of cells counterstained with PKH2 (green). The arrows highlight exosome x- and y-position
projection on the z-stack. No differences in terms of uptake kinetic was noticeable. (B) Twenty-four hours after exosome adding, images show
different fluorescent levels, which is cell dependent and not exosome origin dependent. Fluorescence live images of control or Refeed1-
supplemented hFM-MSCs incubated with BODIPY1 TR ceramide-labeled exosomes (red; derived from control [CC or RC] or Refeed1-
supplemented cells [CR or RR]; inset: merge of bright field with fluorescence images at higher magnification [40�]; scale bar: 50 mm). (C)
Fluorescence live images of control and Refeed1-supplemented cells at 3 and 24 h after staining with BODIPY TR ceramide alone (red). ER-
TrackerTM Blue-White DPX (blue) was added just prior to acquisition. Cells stained with BODIPY TR ceramide treated with Exo2 (lower
panels). Images show the different turnover of BODIPY TR ceramide dye at 24 h, with a higher clearance in control cells. This difference drops
in presence of the inhibitor. (D) Fluorescence merged images of control and Refeed1-supplemented cells treated (lower panels) or not (upper
panels) with Exo2. CD81 (green) expression in untreated control cells and Refeed1-supplemented ones is comparable. Exo2 treatment deeply
affected control cells that accumulated CD81 in large intracellular compartments. CD81 accumulation is also visible in Refeed1-supplemented
cells but to a lesser extent. Cell nuclei were counterstained with NucBlue1 Fixed Cell ReadyProbes1 Reagent (blue).
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As shown in Fig. 4A, PERK and IRE1a were upregulated

in Refeed1-supplemented cells when compared with control

ones, but no differences were detected for Calnexin,

Ero1-La, BiP, or PDI. CHOP was not expressed both in

Refeed1-supplemented and in control cells, suggesting that

no apoptotic signals are invoked (data not shown). Phosphor-

ylation of p38, another protein involved in ER stress

response53, was not induced by Refeed1 supplementation

(Fig. 4B). Absence of apoptosis both in Refeed1-

supplemented and in control cells was confirmed by verifying

that caspase-3 and -7 were not activated (data not shown).

Discussion

MSCs live in a complex system of intercellular communica-

tion54, which arises through a specific secretome including a

broad spectrum of cytokines, chemokines, and different

types of vesicles, such as exosomes27,55, with bioactive

effects on neighboring cells56–58. There is also emerging

evidence that exosomes secreted under different cellular

conditions may have different biological effects on the

receiving cells33,59. We have previously shown that

Refeed1, a tailored lipid supplement, increased cell prolif-

eration, endothelial protein expression, and immunomodula-

tory properties in hFM-MSCs, with greater ability to express

fully functional cell membrane molecules47.

In the present study, we show for the first time that a

tailored lipid supplementation formulated ad hoc for hFM-

MSCs modulates their EV release and trafficking. While

Refeed1-mediated lipid supplementation did not affect

exosomal expression of cell surface antigens, surprisingly

it led to a significant decrease in the amount of exosomes

released into the culture medium. The cellular secretome is

influenced by intracellular and extracellular stimuli, both in

physiological60 and diseased states61. Similarly, exosome

release is modified under different stressful conditions,

being enhanced during hypoxia62 and oxidative stress63 or

deeply altered in quality and quantity in some pathologies,

such as Alzheimer’s disease64 and cardiac disorders65.

Accordingly, placenta-derived exosomes, which can be

identified in maternal blood66, increased in the maternal

circulation of patients with preeclampsia67 or gestational

diabetes mellitus68. Nevertheless, a greater number of exo-

somes may not correspond to enhanced biological

responses. In fact, the decrease in exosome release here

observed in Refeed1-treated hFM-MSCs may ensue from

the acquisition of a more physiological milieu owing to the

lipid supplementation to the cell culture environment. The

migration assay indicated that hFM-MSC-released exo-

somes enhanced cell migration in wound healing scratch

assay. Moreover, exosomes from Refeed1-supplemented

hFM-MSCs increased cell motility to a greater extent than

the exosomes from control cells, both in Refeed1-

supplemented and non supplemented hFM-MSCs. Thus,

the biological activity of exosomes mainly correlates with

Fig. 4. Refeed1 supplementation increases endoplasmic reticulum
activity in hFM-MSCs without activating proapoptotic pathways. (A)
Representative Western blot analysis of PERK, IRE1a, Calnexin,
Ero1-La, binding immunoglobulin protein (BiP), and protein disul-
fide isomerase (PDI) expression in control (Control) and Refeed1-
supplemented (Refeed1) cells. The lower graphs show the
comparison of relative densitometric values of the bands normal-
ized to total protein detected in stain-free acquisition in control (C)
and Refeed1-supplemented (R) cells (n¼ 4, statistical test: 2-tailed,
unpaired Student’s t-test, *p < .05, **p < .01). (B) Western blot
analysis of phospho-p38 and p38 expression in control and
Refeed1-supplemented cells. The side graph show the comparison
of relative densitometric values of p-p38 normalized on total p38
protein detected (n ¼ 4, statistical test: 2-tailed, unpaired Student’s
t test, *p < .05).
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the cell source rather than with their number, as they were

even released to a lower extent in lipid-supplemented than

non supplemented cells. It is possible that exosomes

released by Refeed1-supplemented hFM-MSCs may be a

subpopulation with enhanced biological properties, more

useful in healing processes.

Exosomes from different cell types have been shown to

be implicated in cell motility69,70 and migration71. Our data,

while highlighting an innate ability of hFM-MSC-derived

exosomes to induce migration, also provide evidence that

human stem cell migration can be enhanced by exosomes

released from Refeed1-supplemented hFM-MSCs.

Under our experimental conditions, hFM-MSCs did not

exhibit major changes in their spontaneous angiogenic

activity when exposed to exosomes obtained from either

lipid supplemented or nonsupplemented cells. This

observation is not in keeping with the angiogenic potential

of MSC-derived exosomes reported elsewhere72. How-

ever, these studies have either used different target

cells, including human umbilical vein endothelial cells

(HUVECs) or microvascular placental derived endothelial

cells, or cells grown under hypoxic/stressing conditions72.

We cannot exclude that factors responsible for the mod-

ulation of the angiogenic properties in hFM-MSCs may

be concentrated in the cell secretome outside the exosomal

fraction and that adding hFM-MSC-derived exosomes to

these cells may have not sorted additional angiogenic

responses.

We tried to understand whether a lower number of exo-

somes in the medium of Refeed1-supplemented cells may

be due to a decreased release or to a higher uptake by hFM-

MSCs. The results obtained by adding BODIPY TR

ceramide-stained control- or Refeed1-derived exosomes to

control or Refeed1-supplemented hFM-MSCs suggest a

comparable endocytosis rate at 3 h. Similar results were

yielded in the presence of PKH26, another reporter mole-

cule. On the contrary, after 24 h, Refeed1-supplemented

cells were strongly stained compared to control cells. BOD-

IPY TR ceramide, when it is not added directly to the culture

medium, enters hFM-MSCs through stained exosome

uptake. Once englobed, exosomes could be immediately

redirected to the extracellular environment via transcytosis,

or fused with lysosomes, digested and their component

assigned to the proper cellular organelle34,36. BODIPY TR

ceramide has a high affinity for Golgi apparatus73; in fact,

ceramide is a membrane bound lipid synthesized in the ER

and then stored in the Golgi apparatus where it can be pri-

marily converted into more complex sphingomyelins and

glycosphingolipids74. The decreased accumulation currently

observed in control compared to Refeed1-supplemented

cells can be due to different exosome trafficking through the

cell cytoplasm, preferring a transcytosis metabolism and/or a

faster clearance of ceramide from the Golgi apparatus. To

discern between these two hypotheses, fluorescent staining

was achieved by direct supplementation of BODIPY TR

ceramide to the culture medium. We obtained the same

results as the previous experiments, with Refeed1-

supplemented hFM-MSCs stained more intensely than con-

trol cells. Both data suggest more pronounced exocytosis

ability from control cells compared to Refeed1-

supplemented ones. As further evidence, treatment of

control and Refeed1-supplemented cells with Exo2, an exo-

cytosis inhibitor, equalized staining, turning control cell

fluorescence into a similar level as that detected in

Refeed1-supplemented hFM-MSCs. Moreover, the intracel-

lular amounts of CD81 did not differ between control and

Refeed1-supplemented cells under standard conditions,

while being increased in control cells after Exo2 treatment.

The greater CD81 accumulation may have been caused by an

elevated requirement for this tetraspanin in EV assembly due

to an increased request in control cells. CD81 tetraspanins

modulate exocytosis75, promoting the microvillus formation

and extension and enhancing the exterior bending of the

plasma membrane76. All our data strongly correlate with a

faster exocytosis rate in control cells, which also probably

required an accelerated CD81 turnover.

There is a strong link between exocytosis ability and

intracellular organelle metabolism77. ER controls multiple

functions, being the primary cell site for lipid synthesis and

export78. Its perturbations in lipid storage/secretion ulti-

mately contribute to many pathological conditions, such as

obesity, diabetes, and atherosclerosis79. ER interacts with the

other cellular organelles, also in relation to external sti-

muli80, in order to maintain cellular homeostasis. Over a

long period, ER activation can correlate with adverse cir-

cumstances leading to the activation of the so-called UPR

that can finally induce apoptosis81. To the contrary, a grow-

ing body of evidence indicates that UPR has a role in basal

cellular homeostasis and that its activation does not neces-

sarily lead to detrimental consequences82.

We found an increased expression of PERK and IRE1a in

Refeed1-supplemented cells compared with control ones,

whereas other proteins involved in UPR were equally

expressed (Calnexin, BiP, etc.). Nonstress-mediated UPR

activation is largely documented72 and can be advantageous

under particular circumstances, for example, in supporting

increased secretory pathways or in adjusting cellular phy-

siology78. The UPR activation also occurs during differen-

tiation processes83. Indeed, PERK is highly expressed in

secretory cells, and it is essential for the viability of exocrine

and endocrine pancreatic cells84. Intriguingly, IRE1a is cru-

cial in developmental processes85, and its genetic deletion

affects proliferation, development, and ER physiology in the

placenta86. We did not find any other indication of stress

responses in Refeed1-supplemented hFM-MSCs. Stress

protein phospho-p38 was not overexpressed in Refeed1-

supplemented cells and no caspase activity was detected.

Also, ER stress-activated proapoptotic protein CHOP87 was

not found in control and Refeed1-supplemented cells. It is

likely that this greater ER activity was correlated with a

more active cellular metabolism, as it has been documented

in our previous work47.
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The presence of new lipid material as in Refeed1-

supplemented stem cells may deeply impact on ER and

Golgi dynamics also thought to be affected by IRE1a path-

way88. The overexpression of PERK and IRE1a observed in

Refeed1-supplemented hFM-MSCs may be therefore asso-

ciated with increased membrane synthesis, reorganization,

and trafficking. Membrane biogenesis and reorganization

following new lipid uptake may have relevant biomedical

implication as shown in macrophages where remodeling of

Golgi apparatus promotes transient cytokine synthesis and

secretion89. We have already shown that Refeed1 supple-

mentation increases membrane fluidity and plasticity in

hFM-MSCs by partially restoring the omega6 fatty acid

membrane reservoire47. It is now evident that the entire cell

membrane network is not homogeneous in its lipid con-

tent90,91. In fact, membranes of different organelles show a

typical lipid composition tailored to suit their specialized

tasks. One of the main lipid subcellular gradients present

in mammalian cells, which parallels the main membrane

traffic routes, is the gradual enrichment in saturated lipid

species at the expense of unsaturated ones along the orga-

nelles of the secretory pathway90,91. Hence, it is possible to

speculate that Refeed1-supplemented omega6 polyunsatu-

rated fatty acids are mostly incorporated in ER and Golgi

membrane networks of in vitro cultured hFM-MSCs. In

fact, data reported in this article demonstrate that these

fundamental organelles show improved efficiency in most

biological processes tested, a possible consequence of the

increased fluidity and plasticity of their membrane net-

work, restored by Refeed1 supplementation.

Conclusion

Tailored lipid supplementation is able to reinstate a physio-

logical membrane phenotype in hFM-MSCs and to influence

a multitude of cell pathways and properties, highlighting the

central role of the membrane system in cell physiology.

Among the influenced properties, the impact on vesicle traf-

ficking should be carefully considered when therapeutic

agents such as cells or exosomes are developed as tools for

regenerative medicine applications. Prospective precision/

personalized medicine therapies could be afforded by using

therapeutic approaches based on modified EVs, obtained by

the use of ad hoc lipid formulations tailored to specific clin-

ical applications.
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